ACROSS
1) "Pipe down!" 21) The best knife, compared to others 37) Item on a pirate's flag 38) Currently seasick
5) Latin egg 9) Earthenware containers 15) Shankar piece 16) It's tucked under the chin 17) It doesn't leak
14) "The Iron Chancellor" 20) Revealed fallibility 22) Refusal to conform 25) USCG rank of Canada
13) Table condiment 26) Calls for attention 28) Couch's cousin 32) Alaskan islander 37) Item on a pirate's flag
1) Russian playwright 41) Official OKs 61) Carolina's Dee River
4) Russian playwright 42) Laments loudly 47) Flew the coop 56) Option in a threat
5) Legendary No. 4 of the Bruins 43) Quarterback's option 46) Singer-poet Yoko 51) Make one's day
6) Wine container 44) Xenophobe's bugaboo 57) French holy women (Abbr.) 52) Removes from copy
7) They're uttered with shudders 45) Sluggard 58) Functional 53) Venomous strikers
8) Tumult 46) Singer-poet Yoko 59) Official OKs 54) Curly of the Harlem Globetrotters
9) Once-___ (quick examinations) 50) Turning point 60) Small seed 55) Weight not counted in pricing
10) Challenge for a speech coach 51) Make one's day 61) Carolina's Dee River 56) Option in a threat
11) Receive fewer votes 13) Table condiment 19) Delivery vehicles 20) Revealed fallibility
12) Pub purchase 14) "The Iron Chancellor" 21) The best knife, compared to others 22) Refusal to conform
16) It's tucked under the chin 20) Revealed fallibility 21) The best knife, compared to others 22) Refusal to conform
17) It doesn't leak 20) Revealed fallibility 21) The best knife, compared to others 22) Refusal to conform
18) Honorific poem 23) It'll make you lose hair 24) Takeout choice 27) Yawner's feeling
20) Revealed fallibility 21) The best knife, compared to others 22) Refusal to conform 25) USCG rank of Canada
21) The best knife, compared to others 22) Refusal to conform 25) USCG rank of Canada 28) Gull-like bird of cold regions

DOWN
1) Washed (down), as a sidewalk 2) Centers of early development 3) They sell movie tickets 4) Elias and Gordie
5) Legendary No. 4 of the Bruins 6) Wine container 7) They're uttered with shudders 8) Tumult
9) Once-___ (quick examinations) 10) Challenge for a speech coach 11) Receive fewer votes 12) Pub purchase
13) Table condiment 18) Honorific poem 19) Delivery vehicles 23) It'll make you lose hair
24) Takeout choice 27) Yawner's feeling 28) Gull-like bird of cold regions 29) Force from office
30) Exit quickly 31) Sigh of resignation 32) Letters on a rush job 33) Green moth
34) Terrestrial newts 35) ETS' vehicles 36) Baker's dozen minus three 37) Bando or Mineo
38) Letters on a rush job 39) Choral singer's club 40) Sisterhood members 44) The "A" of A.D.
45) Sluggard 46) Start of an attack 48) Mailman's bane 49) Molecule's components
47) Flew the coop 50) Turning point 51) Make one's day 52) Removes from copy
53) Venomous strikers 54) Curly of the Harlem Globetrotters 55) Weight not counted in pricing
56) Option in a threat 57) Garment made of several yards of cloth 60) Small seed
61) Carolina's Dee River